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A gift that opens your eyes, your heart, and your world In 2009, Eric Telchin noticed a heart in a

pool of melted ice cream, and hearts have followed him ever since. He launched

boyseeshearts.com as a forum to share his "found" hearts, and an Internet phenomenon was born.

This enticing book pairs Eric's photography with short, poignant text to create the ultimate gift for

anyone looking to lend, mend, or charm a heart. The simple message of being open to seeing

hearts and finding love is one that will resonate with readers of all ages. Anyone can see hearts; it's

just a matter of remembering to look for them.
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"It's simple and poignant...It goes beyond just pretty pictures, it inspires! A child is never too young

to learn to find beauty in everyday places. The book is just a first step, the rest is up to your child's

(and your) imagination. -Ã‚Â Behavioral Child"Love's always in sight." - Daily Candy"A great way to

say 'I love you'...tons of amazing (and colorful!) hearts...We guarantee your crew will be spotting

hearts all over the place soon." - Time Out New York Kids"Although the book was meant for

children, it's a lovely gesture for kids at heart, too." - Palm Beach Illustrated"Every page showed me

the simple beauty of the everyday world." - Unshelved"Just in time for gift giving: New picture book

with heart." - Sun Sentinel"Grainy hearts embedded in cracked sidewalks and a tiny heart-shaped

discoloration on an autumn leaf might be overlooked 'in the wild': the subtlety of the images points



to the value of being receptive to and perceptive of oneÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s environment." - Publishers

Weekly

Before launching BoySeesHearts.com, Eric Telchin worked as a broadcast designer for ABC News

in Washington, D.C., and as a senior designer at the Washington Post Newsweek Interactive. Eric

now sees hearts in West Palm Beach, Florida.

As a school librarian I am always looking for books that are interesting, stimulating and creative.

This book exceeds all my expectations. The photos are beautiful, and the corresponding text is

simple yet thought provoking. In addition to those I got for my library, I purchased ten copies to give

out as holiday gifts. After showing a few to some friends, people wanted to buy my copies from me

to give out as gifts! I'm keeping at least three for me... one for my coffee table, one for my library

and one for my classroom. And another for my niece too! I have the feeling I'm going to be buying

more of these very soon.

I bought this book for my 2 1/2 year old granddaughter. She enjoys hearing the story and looking for

hearts!

What a wonderful gem of a book! Genuine, and inspired. The perfect book for all ages children and

grandparents alike. It makes for a great gift; christmas, birthday, & of course valentine's day! I

purchased a copy for everyone I know and now a little more of the world is seeing hearts!

What a wonderful idea! I just love looking at the world in a different view and Eric shows that you

can find a little love just about anywhere. I bought this book to share with my 9 month old and

hopefully spark that creative view on life as well.

I think the book will be great for my granddaughter. She is a developing artist and has wonderful

abilities with drawing art.

I adore this book and frequently order copies for gifts (great for all ages). The author will have you

finding magic in the mundane and seeing 'hearts' throughout your world. Here's hoping for a follow

up :)



Great book! My coffee table favorite! I would highly recommend this book to anyone who needs a

little

I read other reviews before buying this book. I bought it for a 4 year old as it was in the children's

department. It was a big disappointment. It was also advertised as a nice coffee table book. I felt it

was not good for either. Sorry I ordered it.
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